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EduSoft ADIO (diskette) 
FAST FACTS 

FAST FACTS! timed practice adds fun and challenge to number drills. Play 
again and again to improve your mastery of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. Game scores are based on speed plus accuracy. 
Practice often enough, and you may be rewarded by a perfect score! Choose 
from five different game formats to play by yourself or on a team. 

All versions of FAST FACTS use oversized, easy—to-read numerals. You can 
select addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, or assorted problems. 
Mistakes are given to you again for review at the end of each round. The 
computer automatically keeps track of your best score, and encourages you to 
do better. 

GETTING STARTED: 

STEP 1. Make sure that the computer is turned off. Turn on the monitor. 
STEP 2. Insert the EduSoft program diskette into the disk drive and close the 

disk drive door. Turn the computer on. 
STEP 3. The program will foad-and-run automatically. If the EduSoft title 

screen does not appear, repeat the loading process, beginning with STEP 1. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 

48k Apple II/11+/Ile and disk drive with DOS 3.3. 

BACKUP POLICY: 

- EduSoft authorizes the original purchaser of this software to make one backup 
copy of each program in the event that some disaster may befall the original. 
(Refer to your system documentation for instructions on how to make a backup 
copy.) We remind you that your backup copy is to be used for archival purposes 
only. Unauthorized copying of EduSoft programs is a violation of Federal Law. 

Published by EduSoft, P.O. Box 2560, Berkeley, CA 94702. © 1983 by Scott Steketee. 
Ur. authorized duplication of diskette or documentation is ages Apple is a 
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 



USING FAST FACTS: 

The FAST FACTS option menu gives you a choice of five different game 
formats: 

0. Sound Off 
1. Beginner Fast Facts 
2. Solo Fast Facts 
3. Team Fast Facts 
4. Competition Fast Facts 
5. Marathon Fast Facts 

® Sound off turns the sound on your computer off. The sound may —S be 
turned on again by rebooting the diskette. 

® Beginner Fast Facts gives you practice with number facts at a slow pace. 

® A smiling face is your reward for each correct answer. 

® Solo Fast Facts present ten problems in a round, giving you ten seconds for 
each response. Boost your score higher by playing over and over againe 

® Team.FastFacts.can be played by teams of two to five. The team score is 
the combined efforts of the individual team players. 

® Competition Fast Facts lets you play against opponents in a swift contest of 
numbers. The computer adds to the excitement by re half-time 
standings for each round. 

®Marathon Fast Facts tests your speed and accuracy by giving you 100 
different number problems. With ten seconds per problem, there's no time 
to count on your fingers! 

Each of the five options allows you to select from either addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, or assorted problems. At the end of each round, you are given a 
choice of repeating the same kind of problem or changing to a new kind. If you 
repeat the same kind of problem, the computer automatically keeps track of 

both your best and your most recent scores, challenging you to improve. 

WARRANTY NOTICE: 

Once you have filled out the enclosed Product Registration Card and returned it, 
you are covered by EduSoft's warranty. EduSoft guarantees that the EduSoft 
diskette in this package is free of defects in materials and workmanship. 
Defective diskettes will be replaced free of charge if returned within 90 days of 
the purchase date. After 90 days, there is a $5.00 replacement fee for each 
diskette returned. Sorry, but EduSoft cannot replace diskettes that have been 
subjected to misuse by the purchaser, or damaged by the purchaser's 
equipment. 
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